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Abstract

We present LabintheWild, an online experiment platform
that provides participants with the opportunity to learn
about themselves and compare themselves to others. In
the past four years, LabintheWild has attracted approximately 3.5 million participants of diverse ages and education levels who came from more than 200 countries and
regions. Leveraging our experience with LabintheWild, we
show how researchers can design engaging and robust
online experiments that provide personalized feedback. In
particular, our interactive tutorial highlights challenges and
best-practice guidelines for designing volunteer-based online experiments for diverse participant samples.
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Introduction

Researchers in HCI and various social science disciplines
have been increasingly turning to online platforms, such as
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, to conduct behavioral experiments with human subjects. Compared to traditional laboratory experiments, online studies offer faster and less trou-

blesome participant recruitment, as well as larger and more
diverse samples [6]. However, such financially incentivized
online studies have limits: Studies requiring effortful, but
unverifiable, contributions from workers (e.g., subjective responses on Likert scales) remain difficult to conduct on Mechanical Turk because some workers, motivated by quick
financial gain, provide plausible, but untrue, answers [8].
Further, Mechanical Turk’s user base is insufficiently diverse to conduct studies spanning many countries (for example, the plurality of Turkers come from the United States
and India [6]). Further still, the subject pool accessible via
online labor platforms is additionally restricted to those who
have signed up to receive payment in one of two currencies
(U.S. dollars and Indian Rupees [6]). This sign-up barrier
systematically excludes participants from certain countries,
demographics, and personality traits (see, e.g., [3]).
With this demonstration of our online experiment platform
LabintheWild [7], we show a complementary approach for
conducting large-scale studies: studies with online volunteers in which participants receive no financial compensation but instead benefit from personalized feedback. On
LabintheWild (as on other similar platforms, such as ProjectImplicit, TestMyBrain, and OutofService), experiments
enlist participants using short incentive slogans, such as
“How fast is your reaction time?”, or “Test your social intelligence!” (see Figure 1). After participating in an experiment,
volunteers can view a personalized results page that shows
how they compare to others.

Figure 1: The LabintheWild front
page, an example trial page, and a
personalized results page.

Such volunteer-based online experiments have several
strengths compared to paid online experiments. First, the
personalized feedback encourages participants to provide
truthful answers [2, 7]. Second, existing volunteer-based
platforms have attracted more diverse participant samples
than in-lab experiments and those conducted on Mechani-

cal Turk, with participants reporting wider age ranges, more
diverse educational backgrounds, and a far more expansive geographic dispersion (see, e.g., [2, 7, 5]). Also, while
estimates suggest that a research study (with unlimited
financial resources) could access up to 7,300 unique participants via Mechanical Turk [9], several of our LabintheWild
studies attracted more than 40,000 participants (and two
exceeded 300,000). Despite these strengths, volunteerbased online experiments remain far less prevalent than financially compensated online experiments. A major reason
is that designing engaging and robust volunteer-based experiments for diverse participants requires different knowledge and experience compared to financially compensated
experiments.
The goal of this demonstration is to equip other researchers
with the know-how to design volunteer-based online experiments that incentivize participation with personalized
feedback. Building on more than four years of experience
with LabintheWild, we developed an interactive experiment
tutorial that highlights the most common challenges and
best-practice guidelines. Researchers will be able to use
the tutorial to answer questions, such as:
• What are the main differences in design between financially compensated and uncompensated experiments?
• What kind of experiments are possible?
• How do I effectively incentivize participation?
• How do I design a rewarding experience for participants?
• How can I design experiments for a diversity of participants (including demographics and devices used to access the studies)?
• How do I ensure data quality in volunteer-based online
experiments?
• What is the process for launching my own experiment on
LabintheWild?

The LabintheWild Platform

Our volunteer-based online experiment platform LabintheWild
was launched in 2012 with the goal of reaching larger and
more diverse participant samples than what was possible
with either conventional lab studies or through online labor
markets such as Amazon Mechanical Turk. We made several key design decisions to achieve this goal:
First, LabintheWild provides unrestricted online access. The
experiments are conducted without experimenter supervision, which allows participation in large numbers around
the clock independent of location and time zones. No sign
up and account creation is needed for participation. The
experiments are also open to anyone to participate without
requiring people to sign up. This decision lowers the barrier
to participation and protects participants’ privacy.
Second, LabintheWild provides personalized feedback instead of financial compensation. Paying participants would
limit both the size and the diversity of the participant pool
because of limited financial resources and because only
some participants have the ability to receive online payments or are interested in earning virtual money. Instead,
we leverage the human urge to learn about themselves
and to compare themselves to others [1]: After participating in an experiment, participants are shown a personalized results page (see Figure 1), which explains how they
did and how their performance or preferences compare
to others. The feedback usually corresponds to our own
research questions or to some other aspect of the experiment that might be interesting to participants. For each
experiment, we produce a short slogan that advertises the
type of feedback participants will receive (e.g., “Are you
more Eastern or Western?”). We use these slogans to advertise each experiment on LabintheWild’s front page and
to share the experiments via social media. The personal-

ized feedback serves three main purposes. First, it encourages participants to take part in experiments because it
enables self-reflection and social comparison. Second, it
ensures data quality: Participants are intrinsically motivated
to provide honest answers and exert themselves. As a result, experiments conducted on LabintheWild and other
volunteer-based experiment platforms produce reliable
data that matches the quality of in-lab studies [2, 4, 7] (including studies that require effortful subjective judgement,
which pose a challenge on Mechanical Turk [8]). Third,
the personalized feedback serves as a word-of-mouth recruitment tool. Participants share their results on social
networking sites, blogs, or other web pages, which generates a self-perpetuating recruitment cycle [7]. For example,
most LabintheWild participants come to the site from online social networks such as Facebook and Twitter. Since
launching four years ago, LabintheWild has been visited
more than 3.5 million times, with an average of over 1,000
participants per day completing an experiment.
Third, we design our experiments to take 5–15 minutes to
ensure that participation does not become too tedious or
exhausting. This also imposes constraints on the experiment design. Studies that require showing large numbers of
stimuli are shortened by presenting participants with different randomized subsamples of the full set of stimuli, and we
account for the resulting differences in sample frequencies
in the analyses.
These design decisions have resulted in a continuous stream
of traffic and more diverse participant samples than have
been reported for laboratory experiments or those conducted on Mechanical Turk (see [7] for additional details).
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Tutorial for Volunteer-Based Online Experiments
To enable other researchers to conduct studies with diverse
participants, we developed an interactive tutorial for designing engaging and robust volunteer-based online experiments (see Figure 2). The tutorial builds on more than
four years of experience with LabintheWild, several tens of
thousands of comments from participants, as well as on the
results of various meta-studies conducted on the platform
and its experiments. The web-based tutorial is implemented
as a slide show which first provides a high-level overview of
the general concept of volunteer-based online experiments
(Figure 2.2) before delving into three case study examples
of successful LabintheWild experiments (Figure 2.3), including the research question that led to the implementation of the experiment and the experiment outcome. While
researchers are able to try the experiments through the
eyes of participants, they can click and expand speech bubbles that explain specific design choices (see Figure 2.4).
The tutorial ends with a summary of key design choices
and a step-by-step guide on the requirements and process
for launching an experiment on LabintheWild. During the
demonstration at the conference, researchers will be able to
explore LabintheWild as well as our interactive tutorial on a
large touch-screen display and on several iPads, as well as
on their own devices.

Relevance and Contribution

Figure 2: Our interactive online
tutorial includes generalizable
information about developing
volunteer-based online
experiments as well as three case
studies of successful LabintheWild
experiments.

Volunteer-based online experiments offer a promising, complementary research methodology to financially compensated online experiments that is currently underutilized in
the research community. With this live demonstration of
LabintheWild, its experiments, and our interactive tutorial,
we aim to provide researchers with the knowledge and tools
for designing and launching engaging and robust online
experiments on LabintheWild or other volunteer-based experiment platforms.
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